
Two ways to think about the dynamics 
of earthquake ruptures

(2) In terms of fracture mechanics
(1) In terms of friction

Scholz describes conditions for rupture 
propagation (i.e. instability) via energy 
conservation. We did this for RS 
friction already. 

W − Ue = Us + Uk + Uf

EQ 4.1 (more or less)

W − Ue = Us + Uk + Uf
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EQ 4.3a through e.



W − Ue = Us + Uk + Uf

Uf and Ue depend on stress and slip 
which we donʼt know. Here, constant 
stress during sliding is assumed. 

If we assume So is Earthʼs surface 
(traction-free), applied work term W is 0.

Energy conservation applies over 
any       .∆T

W − Ue = Us + Uk + Uf Uf and Ue depend on stress and slip 
which we donʼt know. Here, constant 
stress during sliding is assumed for Uf. 

If we assume So is Earthʼs surface 
(traction-free), applied work term W is 0.

ε = ! · u

∆Uk = −∆Ue − ∆Uf const stress − ∆Us

Energy conservation applies over 
any       .∆T

Using Gaussʼ theorem and the definition of strain, the 
elastic strain energy of the volume V can be 
transformed to a surface integral over crack area     .Σ

(EQ 4.3e through 4.5)
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EQ 4.5

Equation 4.6:

∆Uk = −∆Ue − ∆Uf const stress − ∆Us
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This reduces to 4.7 if we assume stress on the fault during sliding = stress on the fault 
after the earthquake is over, and if we assume that fracture energy is negligible

From this Scholz gets the result that radiated energy is a small % of the total energy 
budget in an earthquake (4.8). Heʼs ignoring heat loss, and energy spent on damage 
(plastic deformation) in the surrounding rock (beyond the rupture tip area).



This energy balance also gets Scholz to a condition for rupture instability.
(1) Using EQ 4.5 and an expression for displacements along a shear crack (borrowed 
from Knopoff, 1958), EQ 4.10 is elastic strain energy.
(2) calculate radiated energy and set this equal to the fracture energy for both ends of 
the crack (2 Gc dL). This gives the absolute minimum crack length beyond which it will 
grow. Limiting velocity is shown to be S wave veloc (for mode III crack).  

Result is EQ 4.15 Lc =
µ

π

(σy − σf )do

(σ1 − σf )2

Some definitions

Mode I 
fracture

Mode II 
fracture

Mode III 
fracture



EQ 4.15 Lc =
µ

π

(σy − σf )do

(σ1 − σf )2

Recall that we got a similar condition from rate-and-
state-dependent friction (RS friction). It was:

Rupture propagation is governed by dimensionless 
parameter S (EQ 4.20):

S =
(σy − σ1)
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shear stress on unbroken fault next 
to the rupture increases!

the shear stress increase is 
proportional to the earthquake stress 
drop (or the length of the crack) and 
(1/ the square root of distance to the 
rupture tip) 

neighboring parts of the fault can be 
driven to failure by this domino effect
if they are already close to failure
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S =
(σy − σ1)

(σ1 − σf )

stress jump required 
to start slip

stress drop 

S is “dimensionless strength parameter”

Large S slows or stops propagating rupture
Small S encourages fast rupture propagation
So a “strong” fault patch might not necessarily be a patch with a large yield stress 
(or equivalently with a large frictional strength)
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Conditions for rupture propagation - good or bad?
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Good or bad conditions for rupture propagation?
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overshoot

afterslip

S = 0.8
“supershear” rupture 
propagation at small S



In a large earthquake, the slipping patch grows: 
the rupture propagates into previously unbroken 

parts of the fault

from a numerical model
Madariaga et al.

set model up to keep slip inside the green box. How?

start earthquake in model on a patch where... 

earthquake rupture is growing. slip has 
already stopped at the source.

slip stays inside the green box

slip fizzles out.

S =
(σy − σ1)

(σ1 − σf )

Frictional strength and shear stress 
are heterogeneous on real faults

Rupture propagation model from J. Ampuero et al.
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• Long, continuous fault with shear stress near the Coulomb threshold
• Large normal stress and velocity weakening friction --> big stress 
drop and also large stress “kick” to adjacent parts of the fault

San Andreas

S =
(σy − σ1)

(σ1 − σf )

And yet another thing... “extreme weakening”
Lab experiments show that if slip speed gets up to about 

0.1-0.2 m/s, dynamic friction may drop to near zero

the quake has 
already 

begun at this 
point, but this 

frictional 
strength drop 
will encourage 
the earthquake  
to keep going.
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near zero



just add water 
at high 

pressure.
what will 
happen?

C. Scholz 2002

Pore pressure can dramatically 
reduce effective normal stress

At a depth of 10 km:

σn

σe if water is not overpressured?

σe if pore pressure = 0.9 x lithostatic 
pressure?

normal stress
or effective normal stress

de
pt

h

|σe| = |σn|− Pp

S =
(σy − σ1)

(σ1 − σf ) both may reduce



Nadia Lapusta



Nadia Lapusta

At the start, large and small earthquakes look the same

Nadia Lapusta

Pre-earthquake stress conditions can limit rupture



Subduction zone fault surface, showing locked and 
creeping areas

• creeping:  ISC = 0
• locked: ISC = 1



Model of a subduction zone fault surface, with velocity-
weakening and velocity-strengthening areas

2D case - no variation in properties downdip



Movie showing modeled earthquakes and interseismic 
creep over many earthquake cycles

seismic potency is just seismic moment / shear modulus ( = slip times area)

Small and large earthquakes. top row = slip distribution, 
bottom row = corresponding pre-and post-quake stress



• seismic potency is just seismic moment / shear modulus ( = slip times area)

•  define time-predictable and slip-predictable seismicity models
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σµs
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contours are equal values of Cappr"= 20σvs (avs− bvs )Dvs.

B is “barrier efficiency” 

big C

small C

Upshot: by monitoring seismic coupling between 
earthquakes (via GPS for example) the future large 

slip patches might be delineated.

example:





?

slower slip?
(not generating 
seismic waves)

Most fault slip happened in 1st 100 seconds, though this 
estimate probably missed a lot (slower slip)



Distribution of 
coseismic slip and 

aftershocks

USGS



N

S
lots of 

aftershocks 
here

not many
aftershocks 

here

Fault slip estimated from modeling surface waves

USGS
(Gavin Hayes)

GPS Coseismic displacements



GPS Coseismic displacements - zoomed

GPS Coseismic displacements (vertical)



GPS Coseismic displacements (vertical): zoomed

interseismic

coseismic

Subduction zone fault earthquake cycle



Tsunami: Much of Crescent City harbor destroyed; 4 people swept into sea, 
1 feared dead [LA Times]

Waves at Crescent City = 2 m high
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Coulomb stress change resolved onto Sagami thrust 
fault (from Ross Stein)



Long-period surface waves triggered tremor in 
southern Taiwan (Z. Peng) and probably elsewhere

5 Hz high-pass-filtered on the top, and broadband velocity trace on the bottom


